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“Reading is a form of telepathy. By means
of inking symbols onto a page, you are
able to send thoughts and feelings from
your mind to the reader’s. It’s a magical
process, so commonplace that no one
stops to wonder at it. Reading a sentence
and understanding it are the same thing…
there is no gap during which the symbols
are unravelled. You see the word castle,
and it is there.”
From Atonement by Ian McEwan
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The Stroop Effect
(Stroop, 1935)

The Word Superiority Effect
(Reicher, 1969)
~80ms

d
rwod

A letter is easier to identify in a word than in a nonword, or on its own

skilled readers: silent reading for meaning, average
250-400 words per minute
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Sandra lied to Elaine during the trial
because she was gullible

Sandra lied to Elaine during the trial
because she was scared

Garnham, 2001

high heritability: individual differences in
reading are, in good part, explained by genetic
influences
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Can we draw parallels between the
evolution of writing systems in
history, and children’s development?

A writing system must somehow code for spoken language

It’s not easy to recognize speech.
It’s not easy to wreck a nice beach.
It’s not easy to wreck an ice beach.
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Livy’s History of Rome,
written in scriptura
continua

Paul Saenger, 1997: The Space Between Words: The Origins of Silent Reading

• Writing systems have evolved a code: for English, the
Roman alphabet
• Writing can now be abstracted away from the author,
and the situation. But, the text then needs to re-create
what the writer intends in the mind of the reader
• “Book language” has become quite different to
conversational language
• Much larger vocabulary, and more complex words
• More complex syntax: passives, relative clauses, prepositional
phases much more common in writing than speaking

The Douay (1610)
In the beginning God created
heaven and earth. And the earth
was void and empty, and
darkness was upon the face of
the deep; and the spirit of god
moved over the waters. And God
said: Be light made. And light was
made. And God saw the light that
it was good; and he divided the
light from the darkness. And he
called the light Day, and the
darkness Night; and there was
evening and morning one day.

New American (1970)
In the beginning, when God
created the heavens and the
earth, the earth was a formless
wasteland, and the darkness
covered the abyss, while a
mighty wind swept over the
waters. The God said, ‘Let there
be light’, and there was light.
God saw how good the light
was. God then separated the
light from the darkness. God
called the light ‘day’ and the
darkness he called ‘night’. Thus
evening came, and morning
followed – the first day.

Genesis 1: 1-5
Example take from Ong, 1982
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“[[[When in the course of human events it becomes necessary for one
people [to dissolve the political bands [which have connected them
with another]] and [to assume among the powers of the earth, the
separate and equal station [to which the laws of Nature and of
Nature’s God entitle them]]], a decent respect to the opinions of
mankind requires [that they should declare the causes [which impel
them to the separation]]].”

—Declaration of Independence, opening sentence
"An iconic sentence, this. But how did it ever make its way into
the world? At 71 words, it is composed of eight separate clauses,
each anchored by its own verb, nested within one another in
various arrangements. The main clause (a decent respect to the
opinions of mankind requires …) hangs suspended above a 50word subordinate clause that must first be unfurled. Like an
intricate equation, the sentence exudes a mathematical
sophistication, turning its face toward infinitude” Sedivy, 2017

Writing is not the same as speaking, and reading is
not the same as listening.
Learning to read is “an unnatural act”.
So how does it happen?

activate
contextuallyappropriate
meanings
identify the
words

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

inferences

causal
connections

background
knowledge

active construction of
meaning:
mental representation
of the situation
described by the text
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“Some people there are who, being grown, forget
the horrible task of learning to read. It is perhaps
the greatest single effort that the human
undertakes, and he must do it as a child... [it is] the
reduction of experience to a set of symbols”
John Steinbeck (Introduction to The Acts of King
Arthur and his Noble Knights, 1976)

• P-S mappings
Arbitrary, meaning not
predictable from sound

• O-P mappings
Systematic and quasi-regular,
spelling predictable from sound
and vice versa (quidditch)
words can be read via O to P to S
or, words can be read via O to S

• O-S mappings
Direct connections from
spelling to mean (sail-sale)

If skilled word recognition is largely O-S, surely we teach children
to make associations between spelling patterns and their
meanings?

Learning to decode words
• Pathway to learning to read words in an alphabetic
system is paved by sound
• The alphabetic principle: the fundamental insight
that the 26 letters of the alphabet work together in
systematic ways to represent the sounds of the
language
• Not easy, for two reasons
• Speech sounds are ambiguous [spit-pit]
• Mappings are not consistent
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Inconsistency in mappings
Same sound, different spelling:
beat, street, ski, theme, thief
Same spelling, different sound:
steak, teak
Look similar, sound the same
but distinct meanings:
weak, week

From Willingham, 2017

From Treiman, 1994

From Treiman, 1994
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From Treiman, 1994

London is the catobal and England in the
steet there are lot of black taxi and larger
biling The Queen living in london and the
steet are cramd with people lot of train
come in and out of Loodon Hawod is in
london to and it verg attpensif I think
London is a noiesy pease and if I live in
london I would go mad with all the beep
and bezzing but it had lot of buitfeel
poseaton

Case JM, age 12 years, Snowling & Hulme

• Initial reading is O→P →S:
promoted by high quality
systematic and explicit phonics
instruction

• This, plus reading experience, allows children to internalize
probabilities, regularities and quasi-regularities and generalise this
knowledge to new words
• beat, head, steak
• “ee” most common pronunciation
• but, conditioned by final sound: if “t’, “ee” most common; if “d”,
the “e” most common
• How would you pronounce steat and gread??
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Orthographic Learning
Exposure Phase

Test Phase

“….. a yate is used to take out the food
that you don’t like on your plate. It has a
tube and two open ends…..”

Which is a word, yate or yait?
How do you spell “yate”

Decoding is essential to orthographic
learning. Product of this is twofold:
• word-specific knowledge
• adding to general knowledge about
how spellings and sounds relate to
each other
Nation & Castles, 2017; Wang et al., 2011

Spelling-Morphology Mappings
book, bookworm, bookish
kindness, unkind, kindly
kindness, shyness, darkness
herded, kicked, snored; not herdid, kickt, snord
–ed spelling is highly reliable cue to past-tense meaning. Only 38
monomorphemic words have a non-past tense –ed ending
(e.g, bed, shed, and words like wicked, moped)
Skilled readers are sensitive to these probabilities. Properties of
the writing system become embodied in us, as we learn to read
and experience print
Rastle, in press; Ulicheva, Harvey, Aronoff & Rastle, 2018

embodying the statistics and experience-dependent learning
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Adults: much harder to discriminate
between monkey faces than human faces
6-month-olds: equally good at human and
monkey faces
9-month-olds: pattern like adults

Pascalis et al. (2002)

• Writing systems have evolved a code: for English, the
Roman alphabet
• Writing can now be abstracted away from the author,
and the situation. But, the text then needs to re-create
what the writer intends in the mind of the reader
• “Book language” is quite different to conversational
language
• Much larger vocabulary, and more complex words
• More complex syntax: passives, relative clauses, prepositional
phases much more common in writing than speaking

activate
contextuallyappropriate
meanings
identify the
words

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

inferences

causal
connections

background
knowledge

active construction of
meaning:
mental representation
of the situation
described by the text
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Oral language, Narrative, Stories
• Books written for pre-schoolers contain more
words and more diverse words than conversational
language
• Books written for children contain more complex
syntax than conversational language

• Differences in exposure to spoken language and
book language matter

www.storymuseum.org.uk

500 words, 5-13 year olds
2019 competition now open
Oxford Children’s Corpus: 875,000 stories and counting…
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Looking forward…
• Writing is a technology. How about the new
technologies?
• Is YouTube taking us back to the oral tradition?
• The cognitive psychology of digital reading
• Texts have authority to children. How to evaluate
and learn in the era of fake news?

“And so to completely analyse what we do
when we read would almost be the acme of
a psychologist’s achievements, for it would be
to describe very many of the most intricate
workings of the human mind, as well as to
unravel the tangled story of the most
remarkable specific performance that
civilization has learned in all its history ”
E.B. Huey, 1908
The Science and Pedagogy of Reading
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